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Rita mulcahy pmp exam prep 10th edition amazon

PMP® Exam Prep, Tenth Edition 2022 Exam-Ready - Aligned with the current PMP® ECO The Upgraded Edition of our best-selling tenth edition book now includes a license to the new PM FASTrack - PMP Exam Simulator - Version 10 Basic (license key included inside the book). PM FASTrack Basic includes all the great features of our online exam
simulator with a few limitations. Users will be able to try one full 180-question exam simulation and up to 8 smaller focused tests. A paid upgrade* to the full PM FASTrack allows unlimited exam simulations and unlimited focused test capability. This book has been updated to reflect changes to the PMP® Examination Content Outline (2021). It is
intended for the current PMP exam and will continue to be relevant throughout 2022. NOTE: The release of the PMBOK® Guide, Seventh Edition does not greatly impact the PMP exam content for the foreseeable future. Please refer to this article for relevant information: PMBOK® Guide 7th Edition & PMP® Exam Changes For more than 25 years,
Rita Mulcahy's™ PMP® Exam Prep book has been helping project managers all over the world pass the PMP exam. Offering hundreds of sample questions, thought-provoking exercises, and critical time saving tips, this book will help you pass the PMP exam on your first try. This unique Course in a Book® will teach you Tricks of the Trade® for
passing the exam and help you identify gaps in your knowledge. With content developed exclusively by RMC—the leading PMP exam preparation company in the world—this book ensures that project managers will optimize study time and focus on what matters in order to become certified. For the tenth edition, RMC called in top experts to provide
agile content that will help prepare students for the latest exam. The book has been completely updated to provide even more depth into areas of project process, integration, communications, stakeholders and more. RMC has decades of PMP exam preparation experience, conducts endless hours of ongoing research, routinely interviews project
managers who failed the exam to identify gaps in their knowledge, and has razor-sharp focus on ensuring project managers don't waste a single minute of their time studying. These are THE reasons this book is the best-selling PMP exam preparation guide in the world. Features of this worldwide best-selling resource include the following: More than
400 exercises and practice questions throughout the book A focus on what you really need to know to pass the exam Exclusive Tricks of the Trade® Proven study techniques A straightforward approach to complex material Agile content to improve understanding This book is also available (without the PM FASTrack Basic license) in our complete
PMP® Exam Prep System and separately in an online subscription format. *For users who receive FASTrack Basic free with their book purchase, paid upgrade to full FASTrack license is the full price of the software license, currently: Sale! Product Description Additional information Reviews (4) This book has been FULLY updated to reflect PMI’s
changes to the PMP® Examination Content Outline (2021) and the release of A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), Sixth Edition. It is intended for all PMP exams taken after January 2, 2021.Also read this article about the impact of PMBOK 7th edition on the current PMI PMP Exam.For the tenth edition, RMC
called in top experts to provide agile content that will help prepare students for the new exam being launched in January 2021. The book has been completely updated to provide even more depth into areas of project process, integration, communications, stakeholders and more.Features of this worldwide best-selling PMP Exam Prep book Tenth
(10th) Edition:Practice exam questions—over 400 throughout the book.A focus on real-world project issues.Exclusive exercises and Tricks of the Trade®.Proven study techniquesA straightforward approach to complex materialAgile content to improve understandingWe look forward to helping you pass the new PMP® exam!About the AuthorRita
Mulcahy, PMP, was an international expert in project management Tricks of the Trade and best practices with over 15 years and $2.5 billion of hands-on experience. During her career, she directly taught tens of thousands of project managers from around the world, and prepared them to pass the PMP exam. Rita spent 7 years as a PMI chapter
officer, speaking at PMI Global Congress, Project World, and PMI’s International Project Management Symposium to standing room only crowds. Rita was the founder of RMC Project Management, a project management training, consulting and speaking firm helping companies use project management tools and techniques to complete projects
faster, cheaper, better, and with fewer resources. RMC Project Management was among the first training firms to ever receive Registered Education Provider (R.E.P.) status from the Project Management Institute. Ratings & Reviews5Highly recommendedUsually I buy everything from Amazon.in as I am a prime member, but for books somehow I felt
that Flipkart would be better/faster as they started off with books as their forte. So this PMP book I ordered from Flipkart (on April 9th Monday) even though Amazon had it and both were showing almost similar delivery dates around May 5th to 8th. I was expecting this delay as the book is relatively new, in demand, and it maybe imported from USA
so might take time. But still quietly hoped that Flipkar...READ MORESreejit RamakumarCertified Buyer, BangaloreApr, 20185Perfect one stop source for PMP certficationFirst of all, about the book: The book is well written in a conversation style and anybody new to the project management and targetting to grab the PMP certification, can easily
understand the content. The syllabus for PMP is well covered and explained in detail.About the vendor and delivery: Flipkart called and confirmed the order multiple times, but the book standard, packaging and quality was perfectly delivered and well on time.READ MORERajesh YadavCertified Buyer, GurgaonDec, 20181Useless productI ordered for
PMP Exam Prep 9th Edition by Rita Mulcahy on 4th July (Wednesday). Totally unrelated different book - Golden Compass by Philip Pullman was delivered to me on 8th July, Sunday. I asked for the replacement. Again on 10th July (Tuesday), another completely different book - Enduring Freedom Enduring Voices by Michael Walling was delivered to
me. Both the times the books are completely different. Iam fed up of this. This is the worst service. Flipkart - You need to take some action...READ MORERevathy RMCertified Buyer, BengaluruJul, 20181Not recommended at allThis is review of the seller of this book and for Flipkart. Very bad service by the seller called Gipsum through Flipkart .
wrong product was delivered on two occasions and I have added pictures of both the wrong books delivered. This is not expected by Flipkart with such value in the market. Flipkart wake up rectify and streamline your delivery processes. Make sure customer get s what is ordered and not irrelevant orders like in this case . Don't ever go with Gipsum
sellerREAD MOREKrishna KumarCertified Buyer, BangaloreJul, 20181Fraud VendorI have a very similar story, where I have received wrong book on the first time, and waiting for them to send me another wrong, as they sent it to another two reviewer.I think the vendor is fraud, and right actions need to be taken by flipkart to either align vendor,
under flipkart term and conditions OR revoke registration of such vendors. Flipkart three similar story from three different customers, is good enough to take stringent actions, against such fraud vendors.READ MOREAshish CCertified Buyer, MumbaiAug, 20185WonderfulOne of the best bookREAD MOREchandrasekar ThiagarajanCertified
Buyer7months ago4Worth the moneyBrought this book in Oct 2020 for giving my pmp exam in old pattern, but unfortunately I could not give it den for whatever might be the reasons. This book would have been the book for old pattern. But for new pattern this book alone will not be sufficient. Agile guide is definitely required for new pattern of
pmp.exam, which is not available in this book. However I cleared my exam in new pattern in March 2021. So my advice to the pmp aspirants is go for latest Rita book only if u wanna exper...READ MOREPravallika ChitturiCertified Buyer11months ago5Fabulous!Happy to get the book on time,nice packaging and superb page quality!! Worth it.READ
MORESalil SatyadarshiCertified Buyer, PatnaJan, 20215Just wow!VISHAL PuloriyaCertified Buyer, KhargoneSep, 20205Highly recommendedI am very happy to get my ordered book on time and it was same book what I ordered as I also read few reviews where some of the customers were complaining for different product they got so I was also
afraid.So thanks to Flipkart for delivering a real product on time and thanks to seller also for providing good product.READ MORERam Babu.Certified Buyer, BangaloreJan, 2019
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